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SENSITIVITY OF NEUTRON MULTIGROUP CROSS SECTIONS TO
THERMAL BROADENING OF THE FUSION PEAK

by

D. W. Mutr
?Jniversity of California

Los Alarms Scientific Laboratory
Los Alaxnos8New Mexico 87544 .

ABSTRACT

Thermal motion of the ions in a thermonuclearplasma imparts a consid-
erable energy spread to otherwise monoenergetic products of fusion mactions~
Although this phenomenon has become a useful tool in plasma diagnostics, the
implications for fusion reactor blanket neutronics have not been explored.
Previous theoretical studies of the reaction-productenergy spectrum are
reviewed, and the results are given for the particular ca~e of neutrclnsfrom
the D-T reaction in a Maxwellian plasmao Various approximation to the
spectrum are examined numerically. Using a simple Gaussian farmula, spectrum-
averaged cross sections are calculated for several nuclear reactions over a
wide range of plasma temperatures. While some cross secuions are found to
be relatively inseng~itiveto the plasma temperature, a few cross sections of
potential interest increase by several orders of magnitude as the plasma
temperature is increased from 10 to 40 keV.

1. INTRCKNJCTION

Meet concepts proposed for the first generation of power-producing
fusion reactors are based on the D-T cycle. That is, tho plasma consists
of an equimolar mixture of deuterium and tr~~ium, with the reaction T(d,n)4He
●ccounting for nearly all of the energy production, An important part of
fusion reactor studies is the calculation of the transport ri the neutrons
released ir,the D-T reaction throughout the material regions adjacent to the
plaama, In addition to the space-energy distribution of the transported
neutrons,one needs to know the nuclear cross sections for the production
of important neutron effects~ such as tritium breed~ngo enersy depoei~ion,
gamma-ray productions activati~n, transmutation,helium production, and
others. These calculations are usually performed in a multigroup environ-
ment, In this approach, the cross section for a particular proceet is
repx~eented by a single spectrum-averagednumber, for all neutrons in the
neighborhood of the 14-MaV peak. Since many of tha CEOSS ssction~ of intermt
(U well as the energy spectrum itself) are rapidly vaxying functions of
enm~y in this region, it io Important to know the detailed ahrnpeof opactrum.

In the following, pxevious theoretical studies of tha neutron enargy
~pectrum ar~ raviewed and the rarults eummarised. Varioua *pproximaRions
to the ●nergy spe~trum are compared numerically with ●n accurate expraesion
●t 20 keVO a typical plaama temperature. Unin~ a simple Gaus~ian formula,



sj~eetrum-averagedcross sections are calculated for several nuclear reactions
over a wide range of plasma temperatures.

II. GENEIUiLEXPRESSIONFOR THh SPECTRUM

An excellent discussion of the energy spe tra of the products of nuclear
reactions in plasmas has been given by Lehner.f In that work, a wide variety
of reactions and ion velocity distributions are considered, and the usefulness
of the peak-broadeningphenomenon in plasma diagnostics is shown. For the
case of an isotropic Maxwellian distriblltionof ion velocities, Lehner’s
result reduces to

eo

[

3
S(E) = C exp[-b(v+vo)2-cg2] . sinh(2bwo) ~ dg

o
0

(1)

Here S(E) is the probability that the neutuon will be emitted with a labora-
tory energy between E and E + dE, C is a normalization factor, v is the
v~810cityof the neutron in the laboratory system, V. is the velocity of the
neutron in the ion center-of-mass system, g is the relative velocity of the
Ions, and u(g) is the crass section for the D-X fusion reaction. The
coefficients-b and c are equal to M/2kT, where 1!
of the reacting ion system for b and the reduced
plasma temperature.

fie only approximation involved in Lehner’s

is taken to be total mass
mass for c, and T is the

derivation of Eq. (1) is
that all particles may be treated non=”relavistically.This is questionable
only for the hig’h-energyneutron~. AC 14 MeV the relativistic factor y is
1.015, where

.

The factor
so for ciur

Y“~

()
$ 172

‘l-—
C2

varies negligibly over the range of interest (say, 13 CO 17 MeV),
purposes it is sufficient to invoke relativistic m~chanics in

defining the location of the 14-MeV peak but not in discussing the shape.
This effact moves the peak toward lower neutron energies, but ox)l.yby about
20 keV. With this one reservation in mind, we will hen~e refer tG Eq. (1)
a. ●n “axact” expression, It should be remembered that it is exact only for
the casa of an isotropic MaxwellIan distribution of ion velocities, which is
th~ only vdocity distribution we will consider here. Although the expression
for S(E) in Eq. (1) ie accurate, it has the disadvantage of requiring a
nmor%eal integration at each point E in the energy spOctrum. For thi~~
mason, wc consider what a~mplificationscan be made without serious loss
of ●ccuracy.

111. THE VELOCITY EXPONENTIAL

In th~ ●ergy rango ●round the 14-McV peak, the product 2bvvo in Eq. (1)
ha. ● nuamrical valuo of about 7000. Thus the hyperbolic sine can be replaced
by just a poaitiv~ ●xponential term. If we make this change in Eq. (l), we
cm writs the following cxpresnjon for S1(E),the first approximation to S(E).
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S1(E)= Cl
[

2exp[-b(v-vO) ] P(vO)dvO

Mere we also have inverted the function vo(g) and changed the integration
variable. Now we see that the spectrum is a linear superposition of
exponential. For low plasma temperatures the velOcitY distribution P(vO)
is very narrow,since the expression for V. is dominated by the nuclear
Q-value (17.586 MeV) rather than the contribution from the ion kinetic
energies (typicallyaround 50 keV). Thus it seems a reasonable approx-
imation to approximate P(vO) - a delta function

p (Vo)= 6(V0-VP) ●

This gives a second approximate form,

S2(E)= C2 exp[-b(v-vp)2]

(2)

(3)

where v has the o-bvieusmeaning of the laboratory neutron velocity at the
center gf the peak. We shall refer to this as the velocity exponential
form of the neutron energy spectrum. An expression essentially identical
to Eq. (3) was given in an early papm2 by Nagle and coworkers at Los Alamos.

In order to examine the accuracy of thg velocity exponential form we ~
have calculated S(E) from Eq. (1) and S2(E) from Eq. (2) at 20 keV, a typical
plasma temperature in current raactoz concepts. In performingthe numerical
integrationover g in Eq. (1)0 we used numerical values for the D-T fusion
crooa section taken from the compilation by Jarmie and Seagrave.3 In
evaluating S2(E) usins Eq. (3), a value of Vp was chosen so as to force
●greement betwean S(E) and S2(E)at 17 MeV, which is the upper end of our
rangeof interest. The raeults of a calculation ef the error in 82(E),
relative to S(E), are given In Fig. (1). The agreementover the range
from 13.5 to 17 MeV is remarkably good, the maximum error being about 2%.
The value of Vp thus derived correspeuda to a peak-center energy

?
of 14.07

MeV. This value includesthe small (-120keV) relativistic correct on mentioned
in Section 11.

IV. THE GAUSSIANDISTRIBUTION

An ●ven simpler form for the spectrum ia used occasionally. Firstw.
write

WP - I/z (E1/2- E;12)

wherem is the maas of the neutron●nd BP iS 1/2 mv 2. To first ordst in
P(E-Ep)/Ep,We can=ite

w u (E-Ep)/#~
P



Substitution into Eq. (3) gives our third approximation.

S3(E) - C3 SX~+ (E-EP)2/Mpl

For plasmatemperatures not too far from 20 keV, Ep can be taken to be a
constant, 14.07 MsV. This G ussian form,

t
Eq. (4), is the same as that quoted

in a recent review by Brysk. The Gaussian form is of limited accuracy.
FOZ example if E is 15 MeV and kT is 20 keV, S~(E) is lower than the more
accurate
to quick

S2(E) by about 10%. Ever.so, the sim~licity of S3(E) lends itself
hand-calculationsof thermal broadening effects.s

v. -ICAL RESULTS

In order to illustrate the sensitivity of spectr-um-averagedcross
eections to the plasma temperature,we have chosen the five nuclear
reactions listed in Table I. Since the results are only meant to give a
general indication of the sensitivity,we have used the simplest form of
the epectrum discussed above, namely S3(E), Eq. (4). In more accurate
numericalstudies, one should use either the general expression S(E) from
Eq. (1) or the velocity exponential S2(E) from Eq. (3). The cross sections
for the reactions chosen for this example exhibit fairly strong energy
dependence near 14 MeV. The cross sections, obtained from the sources
referenced in Table 1, were compiled in ENDF/B format and then processed
in multigroup form using the new multigroup processing code MIllX.6 Seven
representative plasma temperatureswere used in constructing the weighting
fuctions. In addition, results were calculated for delta-function and
constant-spectrumweighting functions. The MINX results for a neutron group
extending from 13.5 to 17.0 MsV are given in Table I.

It ehould be noted that the neutron cross sections governing neutron

~~ Panrnort generally have less structure in the 14-MeV reg&on than the
C(n,total)12C and 1gF(n,@16N cross sections. Thus it is cleat that a

careful treatment of the thermal broadening phenomenon is not essential
in preparing multigxoup cross sections for neutron transport.

Aa can be seen from Table I, the situation is quite different for
certain “effects” cross sections, such as the high-threshold activation
roactione 54Fe(n,2n)53Fe,9Be(n,p)9LiP and 209Bi(n,3n)207Bi. The cross
sactlone for these reactions rise in rather parabolic fashion from
thresholds Et near 14 MeV. The sensitivity is large (factors of five)
for th. 54Fe reaction (Et < 14 MeV) and extreme (ordersof magnitude)
for tho other two (Et > 14 MeV). Accurate calculations of 207Bi
production in lead shielding, for example, will require careful attention
to th~ detailed ehape of the fudion spectrum.

Tha ●uthor acknowledge helpful discussions of this subject with
G. 1. Bell, W. B. Rieeenfeld, and R. J. I)oyaa.
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Table I

Spectrum-AvsrfigedaCross Sections (barns) For Various Pla’smaTemperatures

12C(n,total)~actlon 19F(n,a) 54Fe(n,2n) ‘Be(n,p)
2c9

Bi(n,3n)

~reshold (MeV)

Uav(O keV)b

Gav(b keV)

Uav(lokev)

0av(20keV)

CJav(40keV)

aav(lM keV)

0av(200keV)

Uav(400keV)

Uav(constant)c

0.0

1.27(+O)d

1.27{+0)

1.28(+0)

1.28(+0)

1.29(+0)

1.32(+0)

1● 34(+0)

1.36(+0)

1.30(+0)

1.60 13.63

1.62(-2) 3.08(-3)

1.67(-2) 3.38(-3)

1.76(-2) 3.65(-3)

1..86(-2) 4.19(-3)

1.99(-2) 5.34(-3)

2.22(-2) 8.30(-3)

2.39(-2) lc~o(-a)

2.50(-2) 1.63(-2)

2.09(-2) 5.88(-3)

14.26 14.43

0.00
9.26(-7)

5.57(-6)

1.55(-5)

3.87(-5)

1.16(-4)

2.34(-4)

3.78(-4)

4.33(-5)

0.00
5.91(-8) .

3.90(-6)

6.63(-5)

6.63(-4)

6.89(-3)

2.48{-2~

5.46(-2)

1.73(-4)

Sourceof Data Ref*7 R.ef.8,9 Ref.10,11,12Ref.13,14Rcf.15

a. The averages extend over neutron energies from 13.5 to 17.0 MeV.

b. In this case, the neutron spectrum is a &function at 14.1 MeV.

{; * The spectrum here is a canstant from 13.50 to 14.92 MeV and zero elsewhere.

d. To be read as 1.27 x 104
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